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MAIL IS REMEMBERED MORE
A message that’s remembered is more likely to inspire action. Long-term
memory encoding, the key metric in our neuroscience study, measures the
strength of what’s stored into memory as people experience a stimulus.
‘Long-term’ refers to anything that’s stored for more than a few minutes.
This is important for marketers, as it has been shown to influence decision
making and purchase intent. Memory encoding is both an enabler and a
predictor of likely future action.
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WITH MEMORABLE RESULTS
Results show that mail activates areas of the brain responsible for longterm memory encoding 49% more than email and 35% more than social
media advertising. This reveals the pivotal role mail can play within the
media mix to boost memorability and potentially increase purchase intent.

+35%

Data from JICMAIL (The Joint Industry Committee for Mail, which delivers
industry-standard audience measurement data for mail), shows that 31%
of all addressed advertising mail leads to a commercial action such as
visiting a sender’s website or making a purchase1.
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The neuroscience of mail

If something feels personally relevant, our brains are more likely to put it
into memory. So engagement, as measured in our neuroscience study,
is important because it drives memory encoding.

MAIL MAKES A LASTING IMPRESSION

STRENGTH OF BRAIN RESPONSE

Engagement indicates how involved people are with the stimulus they
1.00
are experiencing
and is generally triggered by material that is of personal
relevance.

Royal Mail have released a groundbreaking report into the
effectiveness of mail using neuroscience to prove its value
0.85
0.63
0.57
to brands and organisations. Titled Why Mail Cuts Through,
the report looks at the effect of mail at a subconscious level,
examining how consumers process brand messages and how
they are remembered.
MAIL IS ENGAGING
The study took a cross-section of consumers and measured
the brain activity of each as they read a series of advertising
content, split between mail, email and social media. Taking
0.77
0.58
0.57
place in their own homes, the study was designed to be as close
as possible to real-life consumption of advertising content.
The report found that mail was both remembered more
and boosted greater engagement than both email and social
media. Going further, the report revealed that when a consumer sees a piece of mail before
the accompanying social media advertising, it results in much higher memory encoding than
without mail, boosting overall campaign effectiveness.
“The neuroscience research results were fascinating,” said Sam McClements BTL Lead at BT.
“This is a completely new angle for us, so it has opened up some interesting conversations.”
Mail has a powerful

0.80

In the study, using our branded content stimulus, we found mail
has on
a long-term
impact
memory encoding
powerful impact
on engagement.
0.60

+49% stronger than email

+35% stronger than social
media advertising
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LONG-TERM MEMORY ENCODING

is 33% more engaging than email and 35%
more engaging than social media advertising.

A reading of 0.70 and above indicates a response that is
likely to be powerful enough to impact future behaviour.

Social media advertising tested was a single-image ad with text, appearing in participants’ Facebook news feed.
Source: Royal Mail MarketReach, Neuro-Insight, 2018.

MarketReach | Why Mail Cuts Through

JICMAIL, Kantar TNS, Q2 2017 – Q1 2018.
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STRENGTH OF BRAIN RESPONSE

FIND OUT MORE
Two Sides is a not for profit, global
initiative promoting the unique
sustainable and attractive attributes
of print, paper and paper packaging.
Two Sides’ members span the entire
print, paper and packaging value
chain, including forestry, pulp, paper,
packaging, inks and chemicals,
finishing, publishing, printing,
envelopes and postal operators.
—
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Mail has a powerful
impact on engagement
or personal relevance
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+33% stronger brain
response than email
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ENGAGEMENT

A reading of 0.70 and above indicates a response that is
likely to be powerful enough to impact future behaviour.

Social media advertising tested was a single-image ad with text, appearing in participants’ Facebook news feed.
Source: Royal Mail MarketReach, Neuro-Insight, 2018.

MarketReach | Why Mail Cuts Through
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—
To download the free report, go to www.marketreach.co.uk/mail-cutthrough

There’s been a huge
amount of activity at Two
Sides, with a number of
new members. We’d like to
give a warm welcome to...

• Traços Originais
• VR Print
• Whitehall Printing
• Bell Graphics
• Realt Paper
• Cavern Design
• Hampshire Print &
Document Services
• The Brown Paper
Movement
• Blue Print Direct Mail
• The Dragonﬂy Agency

67%

The total percentage of
published media that’s
accessed via print, beating
mobile, desktop and tablet
Pamco, 2018

Books better than screens for students
A new Europe-wide research
study has found that young
‘digital natives’ are much more
likely to absorb information from
printed books than screens. The
analysis of more than 170,000
people by almost 200 scholars
and scientists found that, despite
growing up with smartphones and
tablets, paper is the preferred
reading medium for both children
and young adults when reading
novels and long-form articles.
Researchers also found that
young readers are more likely
to skim-read when reading on
a screen and less likely to take
notes for comprehension or

become immersed in an ebook.
“Just because young people
can master electronic devices
doesn’t mean that they have
the critical skills to interpret
texts,” said Dr Ann Marcus-Quinn,
a lecturer at the University of
Limerick and a member of the
research team. “While there is
a bigger focus on independent
learning, students still need
expertise and help, and if students
are taking notes, the old approach
of using a pencil and pen or Post-It
notes has its place.”
—
For more information on the
study, go to www.ereadcost.eu
Sponsored by

SPONSORED BY
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Paper Packaging
The Natural Choice

Print and Paper
have a great
environmental
story to tell
www.twosides.info

SMURFIT KAPPA PERSONALISE
PACKAGING BOOKLET
Europe’s leading packaging
company and Two Sides member
Smurfit Kappa is among the first
companies to personalise our
new packaging booklet, Paper
Packaging – The Natural Choice.
The booklet offers clear and
practical advice and information
on the sustainability of paper
packaging, providing seven
compelling reasons why it’s
the natural choice for brands,
retailers and consumers.
“Paper packaging provides
many benefits, from protecting
products and preventing waste to
optimising logistics in the supply
chain,” says Steven Stoffer, Group
Vice President Development of
Smurfit Kappa. “Most importantly,
it’s 100% renewable, produced
sustainably and improves the
environmental footprint of our
customers.”
A personalised version of the
packaging booklet is exclusively
available to all Two Sides members
to distribute to their staff, clients
and business partners. To access
your version, go to the Member’s
Area on www.twosides.info or get
in touch with us on 01327 262 920.

“Paper packaging provides
many benefits, from
protecting products
and preventing waste to
optimising logistics in
the supply chain”
Steven Stoffer, Group Vice
President Development of
Smurfit Kappa
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The Two Sides
packaging
booklet
personalised by
Smurfit Kappa

The future
of Europe’s
packaging
industry
A new study from Smithers Pira and
Packaging Europe has revealed that the
value of the European packaging industry
is set to grow by €19bn over the next four
years. The report shows the value of the
European packaging market in 2018 will
be €195bn and forecasts it will reach
€214bn in 2023, representing a year-onyear increase of 1.9%.
Titled The European Packaging
Competitive Landscape: Strategic
Forecasts to 2023, the study provides
an overview of the European packaging
industry, taking in economic influences,
consumer trends and developments in
packaging technology. As well as industry
value, the report also looks at particular

markets in the packaging sector that are
expected to enjoy strong growth over the
next four years. These include packaging
made with sustainable materials and the
e-commerce market, with many companies
already creating business units, service
lines and products to capitalise on this.
“This rigorous and extensive strategic
document will provide an indispensable
guide for any of our readers who need a
Google Earth view of the outlook for our
industry over the coming years,” says Tim
Sykes, Head of Content at Packaging Europe.

—

For more information on the study and
to purchase the full report, go to
https://bit.ly/2Ir5a62

NEW INFOGRAPHICS FROM
PRINT POWER

NEWSPAPERS
CAN INCREASE
CAMPAIGN
EFFECTIVENESS
BY 280%

Print Power, the European
campaign to promote print
to advertisers, marketers and
brand owners, has launched a
new range of infographics for
our industry to use. The series of
20 images collects some of the
most powerful statements about
print, gathered from a number of
studies from around the world.
Here’s a selection:
• Newspapers can increase
campaign effectiveness by 280%
(Newsworks)
• 21% of all addressed mail and
doordrop items go on to create
a commercial action (JICMAIL)
• Touching an ad increases its
value by 24% (Touchpoints)
• Campaigns that include print are
67% more effective at delivering
new customers (Newsworks)

SOURCE: NEWSWORKS, THE ROI STORY, 2016

GET THE FACTS AT: WWW.PRINTPOWER.EU

—

If you would like to use these
infographics, whether it’s to
add to your print knowledge,
use in presentations or share on
social media, they are available
in the Member’s Area of the Two
Sides website (www.twosides.
info). Alternatively, give us a
call on 01327 262 920 or email
enquiries@twosides.info

54%

The percentage of people
that delete at least 50%
of brand marketing
emails without even
opening them
TOLUNA, 2019
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ian gibbs, Director of Data
Leadership and Learning for
JICMAIL, explains how this
new currency for mail can help
everyone involved in the DM
and doordrop business prove
the value of the medium

“Mail helps
product
awareness and
discovery”
What is JICMAIL all about?
JICMAIL is the first ever ‘currency’ for mail. It’s
designed to provide reliable, robust and credible
audience data so that printers, mail houses and
other companies involved in mail can prove
the effectiveness of the medium. What we do is
measure how often people interact with their
mail – essentially the frequency of interaction.
The reason we want to do this is because agencies
and advertisers use measures of frequency and
reach to plan other media channels.
How do you measure how often mail is
interacted with?
We have a panel of 1,000 nationally
representative UK households, who record
every single mail item that appears in the
home using a special diary-based app on their
smartphone. We ask them to record everything
about it and what action they took after receiving
it – whether they opened it, threw it away, put
it on a notice board, had a conversation about
it. Anything they did with that mail or because
of it, they record. The result is around 20,000
responses every year, which builds a complete
picture of frequency of interaction.

What results have you had so far?
We’ve tracked over 80,000 items since we’ve been going,
and found that the average interaction rate or frequency of
exposure for a piece of DM is 4.2 times. Existing planning
systems assume that people look at mail once then chuck it
away, but we know that it’s looked at least four times during
the month. Also, the average piece of DM is statistically seen
by 1.13 people, so there’s an additional reach of 13% it doesn’t receive the credit for.
How can companies involved in mail use JICMAIL data?
There are a few applications. One is pitching. If you’re talking to people who
are cynics about the channel, you can show them the data for their sector and
say, ‘Actually, do you know that your audience is likely to interact with mail?’.
Companies can also use the data to optimise for effectiveness, as well as measure
the effectiveness of specific campaigns.
Have there been any surprising results?
The big one for me is that across a number of categories you get a lot of younger
audiences interacting with mail. So there may be an opportunity there for brands to
get decent cut-through because young people aren’t being targeted by much mail.
We’ve also seen that mail drives online web traffic and use of the smartphone. So it
points towards mail being part of a broader, integrated campaign picture. That’s the
big thing here: mail isn’t just a response platform. It helps product awareness and
discovery, word of mouth and advocacy.
—
For more information about JICMAIL, go to www.jicmail.org.uk

At Latimer Trend we are committed to reducing our carbon
footprint, promoting sustainability and prioritising quality and
service by investing in new and pioneering technologies.

Perfecting Print Since 1889

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

0063

Telephone 01752 201930
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Two Sides in talks
with the government
about greenwashing

42% of local councils
greenwashing
an investigation by Two Sides has
revealed that 42% of UK local councils
are using unsubstantiated and misleading
environmental claims about their printed
communications. The practice, known
as ‘greenwashing’, ignores the unique
environmental attributes of paper and
reinforces the misconception amongst
many consumers that paper is bad for
the environment.
The investigation was prompted by a
number of individual ‘greenwash’ cases
involving local councils being reported to
Two Sides, and found that 42 councils out
of a random sample of 100 were making
misleading statements, such as Liverpool
City Council’s “E-billing is the fast,
efficient, environmentally friendly way
to receive your bills.”
“Two Sides, on behalf of the print and

paper industry, has been successfully
challenging misleading, anti-paper claims
for over 10 years,” says Jonathan Tame, MD
of Two Sides. “Working with some of the
UK’s biggest brands, we are proud to have
changed or removed over 70% of the claims
that we have encountered.
“Paper still has an important place in
today’s digital world. Not just for bills and
statements, but in schools, universities,
offices, the media and almost every
environment where the unique tangible
nature of paper improves learning,
understanding and productivity.”
—
To find out more about the Two Sides
Anti-greenwashing campaign, go to
www.twosides.info/anti-greenwash
Tell us about any examples of greenwashing at greenwash@twosides.info

two sides have requested an urgent
meeting with the government to discuss
how misleading messages from local and
central government “explicitly contradict
with almost all of Defra’s guidelines
on making environmental claims and
endanger tens of thousands of jobs in an
industry that is a significant contributor
to the UK economy”.
In a letter sent to James Brokenshire,
Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities and Local Government,
Jonathan Tame, Managing Director of
Two Sides, explained why Two Sides
members are concerned about misleading
environmental statements made by local
councils, and included the results of Two
Sides’ investigation into ‘greenwashing’.
The letter was accompanied by signatures
from organisations representing over
16,000 employees, demonstrating the
widespread opposition to these false and
damaging statements.
As well as James Brokenshire, a letter
was sent to Rishi Sunak MP, Parliamentary
Under-Secretary (Housing, Communities
and Local Government), who replied,
stating that he has forwarded the letter to
Defra. At the time of writing, Two Sides are
waiting for a response from Defra, but will
be pushing hard for a meeting.

A SELECTION OF LOCAL COUNCIL GREENWASHING STATEMENTS
“The paperless
“E-billing is the
billing system…
fast, efficient,
Forest
area
amounts
is better for the
environmentally
environment
and
friendly way to
to 215 million
saves money on
receive your bills”
hectares
in Europe,
postage
and paper”
Liverpool City
Birmingham
Cityfor 33%
Council,
accounting
of ‘Register
Council, ‘Sign up
for e-billing’
the total land area
for electronic
webpage
billing’ webpage

“E-bills are more
environmentally
friendly as there
is no paper or
printing”
Cardiff Council,
‘Council Tax
e-billing’ webpage

“Two Sides, on behalf of the
print and paper industry, has
been successfully challenging
misleading, anti-paper claims
for over 10 years”
Jonathan Tame, Managing
Director of Two Sides
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SEED CHANGE
Between 2005 and 2015, European forests, which provide 90% of the
wood used by the European paper and paper packaging industry,
grew by an area the size of Switzerland!

Learn the real story of paper
www.lovepaper.org/forests

LOVE

PAPER

CHOOSE PAPER

A NATURAL IDEA

Over 72% of paper and cardboard is recycled,
making it the most recycled material in Europe!

The pulp and paper industry is the biggest single user
and producer of renewable energy in Europe.

Learn the real story of paper
www.lovepaper.org/recycling
Source: The European Paper Recycling Council, 2018

Source: United Nations FAO, 2005 - 2015

New Love
Paper
campaign
the hugely successful Love Paper campaign
has been given a redesign, with a new series
of adverts about to be placed in a wide range
of national and international newspapers and
magazines. First launched in 2012 by Two Sides,
the consumer-facing campaign was created to
improve people’s perception of how print and
paper are a natural, renewable and sustainable
means of communication. The new ads feature

LOVE

PAPER

Learn the real story of paper
www.lovepaper.org/renewable

LOVE

PAPER

Source: CEPI Statistics, 2018

key facts about paper and forestry alongside
artwork that’s both visually appealing and
emphasises the sustainable nature of print.
“This new campaign is designed to educate
the reader about the sustainability of print,”
explains Jonathan Tame, Managing Director
of Two Sides. “We’re looking to get it into as
many publications as possible to improve the
understanding of the circular nature of paper.”
As well as the print ads, the new campaign
will include a microsite, a powerful video and
engaging content with a consumer focus across
a number of social media platforms.
The first Love Paper campaign reached over
30 million people in the UK every year.
—
If you would like to get involved in the new
Love Paper campaign, please email us at
enquiries@twosides.info

Revive - Recycled Paper. Just the way you want it.
 Carbon Balanced with World Land Trust.
 Made from FSC® recycled and FSC® certi�ed �bre.
 50%, 75% or 100% recycled �bre in Matt, Silk and O�set �nishes.
 Next day delivery across the UK. Get your free samples and swatches now.
www.denmaur.com
www.revivepaper.com
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The next
chapter
After years of losing
attention to the
ebook, the sales
of print books are
back on the rise,
a trend that brings
with it greater
understanding,
child development
and pure enjoyment
of reading

ThePage_pp08-09 v3.indd 2

a question: what type of book has experienced
the biggest rise in sales in the past year? Psychological thrillers? TV tie-ins? Educational text
books? All remain popular, but one of the fastestgrowing areas of publishing is self-help books.
Blame politics, blame the uncertain times, but
the sales of self-help books have rocketed by 20%
in the past year.
This increase in sales is reflected right across
the book industry, with many genres reporting
greater popularity across most platforms. But
while the past five years has been dominated by
the rise of ebooks and the fall of print, in 2018
the trend was reversed, with the UK’s print book
market growing by 2.1%. According to Nielsen
BookScan, a total of 190.9 million books were sold

at a value of £1.63bn, an increase of £34m.
“The demand for physical books is back,”
says Stephen Clarke, Chief Executive of high
street retailer WH Smith. “The physical books
market is in much better health than the ebooks
market and we see that continuing.”
A global success story
The resurgence of print books isn’t just confined
to the UK. Their success is repeated in countries
such as Italy, where print book sales were up by
1% in 2017, and the US, where print books sales
volume grew 1.3% in the past year, with titles
such as Michelle Obama’s Becoming selling over
three million copies.
The UK is also the world’s top book exporter,

08/05/2019 17:42
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with sales of physical books to Europe increasing
by 13% to £498m in 2017, and to East and South
Asia by 8% to £248m.
But while print books are back on the rise, the
sales of ebooks have plummeted. In Germany,
ebook sales only account for 4.6% of the entire
book market, while consumer ebook sales in the
UK fell by 17% in 2016 from a high in 2014.
There are a number of reasons that can
account for such a fall, such as the increase
in price of the average ebook and the actual
ereaders themselves. But one of the main factors
is ‘screen fatigue’, where people are looking
at physical books to provide a break from the
many digital screens they look at during the day.
Research by Two Sides found that 62% of UK
consumers prefer to read books in print.
“You have a very personal and immersive
relationship with a print book,” explains Paul
Opie, Managing Director of Latimer Trend, a
company with over 130 years of printing history.
“There’s a whole journey involved in buying
and reading a physical book that makes the
experience more enjoyable. There’s also the
ability to share either a particular passage or the
entire book with someone else, which you don’t
get with the electronic version.”
The influence of technology
Based in Plymouth in the UK, Latimer Trend
has seen a significant uplift in demand for print
books. With book production representing 7080% of their turnover and academic journals
representing 15-20%, they are ideally placed to
gauge the popularity of print books, both in the
trade and educational areas of publishing.
“While the overall popularity of print books
has gone up by a couple of per cent, for us as
a business it’s increased more dramatically,”
says Paul. “In recent years we have seen a lot

62%

of UK consumers
prefer to read books
in print

Two Sides/Toluna, 2017

ThePage_pp08-09 v3.indd 3

more book orders, which has a lot to do with an
investment in printing technologies. That makes
publishing and printing books more accessible to
more publishers, because it’s more cost-effective
at much shorter print runs.”
This access to more cost-efficient printing
is certainly a factor in greater print volumes,
but so are the proven benefits of reading and
learning from print books. A recent study by the
University of Michigan found that parents and
children interact more when reading a print book
than an electronic book. Those interactions are
vital to promoting healthy child development
and create positive associations with reading that
will stay with the child as they get older.
“Shared reading promotes children’s language
development, literacy and bonding with parents,”
said the lead author of the report, Dr Tiffany
Munzer. “Parent-led conversations are especially
important for toddlers because they learn and
retain new information better from in-person
interactions than from digital media.”
A physical connection
Another indication of the new appreciation
of print books can be found in a recent survey
from Stora Enso, which concludes that “printed
books will continue to be important, relevant
and interesting, and still very much appreciated
compared to ebooks and audiobooks.”
“One of the main findings was that there is
a positive future for printed books,” says Essi
Lauri, VP, Head of Segment Newsprint & Book, in
Stora Enso’s Paper division. “Holding a physical
book gives you a different feeling than holding an
ebook. It’s an experience.”
Print gives the reader a physical connection
to the book, a welcome combination of touch,
sight and engagement that allows you to switch
off from the normal world and lose yourself in
a great story. In a world dominated by digital
media that has a tendency to carry content
that’s more negative than positive, they provide
a refreshing sense of control and a deep
emotional connection.
“We tend to punish the print book because
it’s been around a long time,” says Paul Opie
of Latimer Trend. “But it’s a format that we’ve
honed and matured to the point where it always
works. It’s the only format that stimulates most
of our senses at the same time, which is why we
return to it over and over again.”
The sales of self-help books may be booming
at the moment, but with their ability to allow
the reader to switch off, absorb information, and
truly enjoy the experience of reading, it seems
that all print books are self-help books.
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Tia Dickenson, Business
Development Executive
& Marketing Manager

“We always
need more
research
on the value
of print”
tia dickenson,
Business Development
Executive & Marketing
Manager at Reach
Printing Services
(formerly Trinity
Mirror Group), explains
why her company is
a Two Sides member
and how she uses our
range of resources

How long has Reach been a
member of Two Sides?
We were one of the first members
of Two Sides, joining in January
2013. Before my current position
in business development and
marketing I was in sales, and Two
Sides have always been extremely
helpful in answering many of my
clients’ questions about paper.
What typical questions do your
clients ask?
I’m asked a lot about the
environmental impact of print
– not just the paper but the
entire production process. I
also get asked about whether a
publication should use recycled
or virgin fibre. In both cases I
always direct them to Two Sides

as they are an independent, notfor-profit organisation, and always
have the latest information.
What’s the bulk of your print work
made up of?
We produce a huge amount of
printed products, both for our
internal publishers and contract
customers. We have six print sites
in the UK, 230 internal clients and
260 contract clients, including
publishers, retailers, brands
and agencies. We print 2.1 billion
pages a week and deliver
2.7 million print products a day.
What resources would help you
prove the value of print?
We always need more research,
with clear facts that support the

effectiveness and sustainability
of print. That’s something that Two
Sides do very well. The industry
also needs to shout about
itself more, which is something
that we’re addressing with our
Print’s Charming campaign. The
campaign uses characters to
promote the positive impact
of print by sharing facts, case
studies and research.
How is the newspaper print
industry changing?
Volumes and paginations are
shifting, but Reach still sold over
540 million newspapers last year.
For us, the number of contract
print jobs and niche publications
are growing, so there’s a definite
cause for celebration.

EXPLODE
YOUR SENSES
Experience what this image can really feel like.
Contact us at TPsensorycoating@duplointernational.com
to request your free sample and find out more!
STAND OUT. EXCITE. UNCOVER NEW OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE DUPLO DUSENSE SENSORY COATER.
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INNOVATION
IN MEDIA
2019-2020
WORLD REPORT
A SURVEY BY INNOVATION MEDIA CONSULTING
FOR FIPP – THE NETWORK FOR GLOBAL MEDIA

Generation Z
now reading
more print
JOHN WILPERS
JUAN SENOR
EDITORS

NEW FIPP INNOVATION IN
MEDIA REPORT
The brand new Innovation in
Media 2019-2020 World Report
from FIPP has just been released.
Edited by John Wilpers and Juan
Señor, this highly influential
publication is both a barometer
and a crystal ball for the global
magazine industry, gathering
the latest thinking around
business models, new ventures
and technology, while offering
valuable insight into how the
industry will develop over the
coming years. It also takes a
fascinating look at the latest
innovations in the print industry,
from drone delivery to covers
that would talk back to you.
Other print innovations
featured in the report include an
ad featuring sand from each of
the 200 beaches in the Dominican
Republic, an ad you could pull out
and wear as a jacket, and a print
campaign that used AR to enable
readers to ‘try on’ makeup then, if
they liked it, buy it there and then
directly from the ad.
“After ten annual searches for
the very best offbeat print media
innovations,” say the editors, “we
have never, ever found so many
examples of pure human genius
and whimsy!”
—
To buy the print or digital version
of the report, go to www.fipp.com

young people are reading more print than
they were a year ago, according to new research
by content agency Wardour. The London-based
agency surveyed over 2,000 consumers and
also found that those under 35 favour print
publications more than those over 35, revealing
that it’s the younger generation driving print.
“We were really surprised by the findings,”
said Martin MacConnol, CEO of Wardour. “We
expected to see that younger generations were
moving away from print and towards digital.
Instead, many are saying they are engaging with
more content in both channels than a year ago.”
The research also showed that print
messaging is more memorable, with a significant

54%

The percentage of
people that delete
at least 50% of
brand marketing
emails without even
opening them
TOLUNA, 2019

proportion of consumers trusting print
messaging more than digital. Some 44% of those
surveyed agreed that they were more likely to
remember something they had read in print
rather than on screen (only 12% disagreed), while
25% said they trusted print more (compared to
just 6% who said they trusted digital more).
“The message is pretty clear. As digital moves
ahead, it need not necessarily be at the cost of
print,” says MacConnol. “The research shows
that more in the younger groups want the ‘lean
back’ that print offers, combined with the
immediacy and ease that is a core part of digital.”
—

For a copy of the report, go to www.wardour.co.uk

MEDIA BUYERS SEE THE TRUE
VALUE OF PRINT
A number of international
publishers and magazines have
united to deliver a powerful
campaign to show media buyers
and advertisers the power of
print. Organised by Magnetic, the
marketing body for consumer
magazines, the national campaign
enlisted the help of Hearst, Bauer
Media Group, Radio Times and the
Time Out group to carry adverts
featuring quotes from senior

figures in the advertising industry,
such as Pippa Glucklich, Chief
Executive of Amplify UK.
To back up the ad campaign,
a report was released that found
there’s a “gap between evidence
and perception” of magazine
advertising effectiveness. The
Pay Attention report found that
magazines and newspapers
offered the third-highest ROI
behind TV and radio, and that
magazines were particularly
effective at driving long-term
effects for brands.
“This campaign shows the
unique benefits of magazine
media; trusted, relevant and
positive environments in which
readers pay attention to the
content and the advertising,”
says Sue Todd, Chief Executive
of Magnetic.
—
To download the full Pay Attention
report, go to www.magnetic.
media/insight/pay-attention

com
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It’s a date! The latest events in the world of print, paper and packaging
POWER OF PRINT SEMINAR 2019
Stationers’ Hall, London
5 November 2019
now in its ninth year, the annual Power of Print
Seminar now has a firm place in the calendars of the
print, marketing and advertising industries’ top people,
all keen to learn about the latest thinking around print
and sustainability. With a number of leading experts in
marketing, advertising, publishing and the environment
lined up to deliver fascinating presentations in one of
London’s most atmospheric venues, the 2019 Seminar is
all set to be one of the most successful in its history. Look
out for further announcements on the Seminar website.
www.powerofprint.info

PPA AWARDS
Grosvenor House, London
19 June 2019
This year it’s all change for the
PPA Awards. With a revamped
set of categories, this legendary
night for the UK magazine
publishing industry will also
incorporate the PPA MagSell
Awards for retail excellence, the
PPA Customer Direct Awards for
subscriptions specialists, and
the PPA Digital Awards.
“Instead of four different
awards shows, we will now
have one truly Grand Prix event
that celebrates the very best
of the best across all of our
constituencies,” says Barry
McIlheney, PPA CEO. “To win one
of these new PPA Awards really
will be the ultimate accolade
for anyone working anywhere
within professional publishing.”
www.ppaawards.co.uk

“Print has to be
aware of competing
technologies
and make them
complementary”
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PRIMA 2019
Prague, Czech Republic
17-18 September 2019
As one of the world’s top
conferences for the entire fibre
value chain, PRIMA brings the
print industry into sharp focus,
combining an award-winning
programme of speakers, seminars
and masterclasses, with keynotes,
panel discussions and networking
opportunities over two days.
With speakers from
international companies such
as SAPPI, Domtar, Nordea, Heinzel
Group, CEPI, Antalis International,
The Recycling Association
and Smurfit Kappa, as well as
informative sessions dedicated
to print, paper and packaging,
this well-researched event aims
to facilitate better knowledge
and mutual understanding of
the print industry.
www.prima-paper.com

SUSTAINABILITY AWARDS
Nürnberg, Germany
25 September 2019
The annual Sustainability Awards
is the most serious, rigorous
and respected international
competition for sustainability in
packaging, recognising the most
outstanding advances made by
the packaging value chain across
six core categories.
Held at FachPack 2019, the
Sustainability Awards sets the
agenda on best practice and
turns the spotlight on the most
important areas of R&D, while
helping to separate greenwash
from the innovations that make
a genuine difference.
www.fachpack.de
PPMA TOTAL SHOW
NEC, Birmingham
1-3 October 2019
Staged every three years, the
PPMA Total Show is one of the
UK’s largest processing and
packaging machinery exhibitions,
showcasing the very latest in
machinery and equipment, as
well as the latest innovations
in materials and packaging
design. Free to attend, the event
comprises a full programme of
seminars, an enterprise zone for
networking, and a top speaker
line-up, which will address key
industry issues, providing the
visitor with the latest knowledge
and expertise in this rapidly
changing industry.
www.ppmatotalshow.co.uk

PRINTWEEK AWARDS
Grosvenor House, London
21 October 2019
This is the night that the
winners of the print industry’s
most prestigious awards are
announced. With a judging panel
made up of more than 20 leading
print buyers and experts, winning
a PrintWeek Award is a challenging
but rewarding achievement.
And even if you haven’t entered,
the list of winners is a fantastic
snapshot of the UK print industry
and the high levels of innovation
and talent within it.
www.printweekawards.com
UK PACKAGING AWARDS
Grosvenor House, London
7 November 2019
Organised by trade magazine
Packaging News, the UK Packaging
Awards is combined with the
Luxury Packaging Awards for a
single night of celebration for the
British packaging industry. This
year will be the 14th for the UK
Packaging Awards, which attracts
more than 300 entries every year,
split into 27 categories from
Packaging Company of the Year
to Innovation of the Year.
Meanwhile, the relatively young
Luxury Packaging Awards covers
the entire luxury sector, from food,
drinks and tobacco, to perfume,
cosmetics and personal care. If
you’re in the packaging business,
this is one night not to miss.
https://awards.packagingnews.
co.uk/packagingawards2019

Complete Print and Mailing Solutions
Pioneers in Eco Friendly Paper Wrapping
01726 891400
www.westcolour.co.uk
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Better brainstorming with paper
Discover how Silicon Valley executives are using paper to create the next big idea
there’s a word that’s likely to strike
fear into the hearts of anyone who works
in an office: brainstorm. Intended to be a
free-for-all session, designed to harvest
ideas from every member of a team, the
brainstorm often descends into meeting
room anarchy, everyone either going wildly
off-topic or staring at the walls in silence.
But every company needs new ideas, so
how do you make these sessions productive
without frustrating your employees and
wasting everyone’s time? The design team
of Google Ventures, the venture capital
investment arm of the digital giant, says
it has the answer – an answer that relies
on paper.
They devised a system called ‘Note and
Vote’ that involves everyone in the room
writing their ideas down on paper rather
than fighting to get their voice heard. It
gives everyone in the room a set number
of minutes to quietly write down their
individual ideas or solutions to a problem
before votes are taken on the best one. By
using paper and pen, electronic devices
are taken out of the process and people are
more focused on the task in hand.
“Writing down your vote ensures that
you won’t be swayed when someone else
you respect votes for something else,” says
Jake Knapp, a design partner at Google
Ventures. “This is a social hack – we
naturally want to make other people feel
good and form a consensus in meetings.”

HOW TO BRAINWRITE

Six steps to better brainstorming

1. Note
Set a timer for 5-10
minutes. In that
time, everyone
writes down as
many ideas as
they can (quietly).
2. Self-edit
Set the timer for
two minutes, in
which each person
reviews his or
her own list and
picks one or two
favourites.
3. Share and
capture
One at a time, each
person shares their
top ideas, with one
person writing
everybody’s ideas
on the whiteboard.
4. Vote
Each person
chooses a favorite
from the ideas on
the whiteboard,
committing their
vote to paper.

5. Share and
capture
Again, one at a
time, each person
says which idea
they vote for. The
votes are marked
on the whiteboard
against the idea.
6. Decide
One person makes
the final call as
to which idea
is chosen to be
taken further.
They can choose
to respect the
votes or not. This
isn’t as awkward
as it sounds:
the mechanics
are plain and
everyone’s voice
has been heard.

“I flag the three most important things that
need to happen and get a lot of satisfaction
from crossing them off.”
Writing as meditation
As well as focus, there are a number of
other benefits to putting pen to paper. A
number of studies have found that reading
from paper helps with absorbing and
retaining information, but a recent study
published in Psychological Science, found
that taking notes using pen and paper helps
people to understand concepts and ideas.
Furthermore, a poll by Pilot found
that 80% of respondents said that writing
down goals helps to achieve them, while
43% reported noticeably lower stress
levels when engaging in writing-related
activities such as journaling, doodling and
list making.
This ability to relieve stress is even used
by some to meditate. By writing thoughts,
feelings and ideas down in a notebook,
many people can bring about the same
calmness experienced in more traditional
methods of meditation.
So whether you’re after the next big idea
or simply want to switch off, picking up a
pen and writing down your thoughts can
unlock a whole new side of yourself.

Idea generation
Jake and his team have used ‘Note and Vote’
for everything from naming companies
to choosing product features, all the way
to picking a restaurant for lunch, and the
system is rapidly gaining popularity among
some of the world’s leading companies and
organisations.
Ian Spalter, the Head of Design at
Instagram, always starts his week by
writing a to-do list on paper, gathering
his thoughts and focusing on the week
ahead. “My best habit is that I start Monday
mornings by putting pen to paper and
writing a to-do list – a brain dump of work
and home stuff I need to get done,” he says.
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01_CREATING A BUZZ
The latest digital brand to launch
their own magazine is Bumble,
a global dating app. Created by
Hearst Magazines, the 100-page
publication features celebrity
interviews, product guides and
dating advice, and follows print
publications created by other
young brands such as Casper,
Dollar Shave Club and Buzzfeed.
“I dispute the conventional
wisdom that print is dead,” says
Clare O’Connor, Editorial Director of
Bumble. “There’s always room for
a print product to stand out if it’s
really high quality.”

02_COFFEE MATE
With over a third of Britons
owning coffee pod machines
and estimates of the value of
the coffee pod market reaching
£206m (Mintel), the morning pickme-up is big business. But such
popularity comes at a price, with
many pods unable to be easily
recycled since they’re made
from mixed materials. However,
Canterbury coffee company Lost
Sheep Coffee have just launched
the UK’s first entirely compostable
and biodegradable Nespressocompatible coffee capsule. Made
from lignin, a waste product of the
paper industry, the used capsule
can compost to nothing in a
matter of weeks.
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Fresh thinking
From fully compostable coffee pods to pasta
packaging with a unique twist, we bring you
our favourite uses of print
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03_BEDTIME READING
Volvo have created a print book
designed to educate children
about the environment while
supporting the car brand’s global
initiative to fight plastic pollution
and improve sustainability
practices. Titled The Day The
Ocean Went Away, the book tells
the story of a boy called Jack who
wakes up one morning to find
the ocean has disappeared. All
proceeds from the book will go to
London social enterprise City Kids
Surfing, which teaches children
to swim and surf while educating
them about the environment.

04_HEROES FOR THE HOMELESS
The ability of a newspaper
to raise awareness of
a problem in society
and cause change was
demonstrated recently by
the Danish tabloid Ekstra
Bladet. Concerned by the
Danish law that makes it
illegal for homeless people
to sleep in ‘camps’, they
created a campaign that
not only informed their
readers about the issue of
homelessness, but made
it legal for the homeless to
sleep in groups, improving

their safety and protection
from the cold. The paper
exploited a law that stated
that ‘camps’ are allowed if
people are waiting in line for
a sale, and created online
stores at physical locations.
The homeless could then
be issued with a ticket to
represent their place in the
queue and so sleep there
legally. The newspaper ran
a number of features, as
well as a poster campaign
to publicise the initiative,
which generated more than
8,000 tickets.

05_PASTA PACKAGING
Moscow-based designer Nikita Kontin has created a stunning series of packaging for Good Hair Day pasta,
which manages to make dried pasta alluring. As the name suggests, the packaging makes a feature of the
pasta itself, which is turned into a series of striking hairstyles that provides fantastic stand-out shelf appeal.
The winner of a number of awards around the globe, the designs redefine what can be done with food
packaging. You’ll never look at pasta in the same way again.
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Print and Paper have a great
environmental story to tell
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